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tom clancy's endwar is a first person shooter video game based on the tom clancy's rainbow six
series and the publisher ubisoft montreal. developed by ubisoft montreal and published by ubisoft,
the game is a sequel to tom clancy's rainbow six 3: black arrow (2007), and the fourth game in the
series.set in a fictional post-capitalist latin america-inspired setting, the game places the player in
the role of an elite counter-terrorist operative, known as a operative, whose character and decision

making is based on the player's choice between an operator of black-ops (goose team). tom clancy's
rainbow six siege combines elements of a shooter game with a tactical shooter game, similar to tom
clancy's h.a.w.x., tom clancy's ghost recon: advanced warfighter and tom clancy's splinter cell. game
modes campaign mode: ten single player missions operator campaign mode classic/survival mode:

one single player mission classic and survival modes for the first time! survival is a single player only
mode where the goal is survival. the player must stay alive for as long as possible, and is not allowed
to pick up weapons. tom clancy's endwar makes a comeback! the game features the best of clancy,

including a new, open world environment, crazy characters, and an original storyline. it is a
continuation of the tom clancy's rainbow 6 saga - the focus here is on lethal action, teamwork and
squad tactics. finally, there is a dynamic online multiplayer mode, where players compete for the

best scores and bragging rights.
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